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/iSOCE prepares for deadline

Students sought for Fine Arts lobby
by TIM PETSHOW
The ASOCE Legislative Lobby
is looking for a few good students.

_msii

Bill Fletcher,
ASOCE
Legislative Coordinator, has
been instrumental in ASOCE's
lobby attempt for the new
Fine Arts Building.

Since last fall, a handful of
Student Government members
have been attempting to sell the
idea of an OCE Fine Arts
Building to various factions of the
Oregon State Government. With
the day of reckoning near,
ASOCE is seeking out students
committed to the Fine Arts plan.
The special interim session of the
Oregon Legislature convenes
Monday, Feb. 11.
To achieve that end, the OCE
solons are sponsoring a lobby
workshop this afternoon at 4:00 in
the Willamette Room of the
College Center. Rep. Bob Marx,
D-Philomath and Sen. C. R. Hoyt,
R-Corvallis will conduct the
workshop, explaining the lob
bying process and allowing in
terested students to engage in
role-playing.
"The workshop is not confined
to those who are interested only
in the Fine Arts proposal,"

Tax break available
to Oregon renters
A new Oregon law gives the
average person his first real tax
break in years. If you are a renter
you should take advantage of it
now.
You can get as much as a $245
refund from the State of Oregon if
I you paid any rent in Oregon in
1973. You don't even have to be a
I full-time resident of Oregon . All
|you have to do is fill out the right
| form and mail it in.
If the form wasn't mailed to
you, pick it up at the post office,
the local state Department of
Revenue office, or the local
federal Internal Revenue Service
office. It's called form 70-R, and
it's part of the Oregon tax
booklet given to Oregon tax
payers.
You can get the refund from the
state even if you don't earn
enough income to have a file a
state income tax return. If you do
.happen to fill out a state tax
return, mail both forms in at the
same time.
Your landlord has to give you a
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Extended Outlook
Dry and mild Friday
through Sunday. Highs in the
50s, lows in the 40s.

ASOCE Legislative Coordinator
Bill Fletcher stated. "It will
serve as a good, educational
experience for anyone."
Fletcher has headed lip
ASOCE's lobby attempts since
October 1973. "This ha§ been my
first priority all year," he said,
explaining how the idea was born
at a fall term Senate meeting.
OCE Senate chairman Steve
Lamb
has
lent
support
throughout the school year.
(Fletcher recently announced
that he will run for the 1974-75
OCE Student Body Presidency.)
The Fine Arts measure is only
a portion of a larger education
bill. Reluctant State Board of
Higher Education members had
felt that the addition of the Fine
Arts clause would scuttle the
whole package. The proposal had
been turned down three times by
the Legislature since it was first
introduced in 1962.

Building will carry a lot of weight
in the legislature."
Traditionally, the OCE Ad
ministration has argued for the
Fine Arts proposal on the basis
that it would result in increasing
enrollment and higher quality
liberal arts programs.
ASOCE objective number one
was met when the State Board of
Higher Education submitted the
proposal to the Executive Office.
The current hassles developed
when Gov. Tom McCall chose not
to include the bill in his package
of priorities to be taken up at the
interim session.
"We're not going to make any
headway with the Executive
Office," Fletcher asserted. The
majority of ASOCE's lobbying
efforts will now be aimed at the
House and Senate Ways and
Means Committee, according to
both Lamb and Fletcher.
"Right now, the vote (of the
Ways and Means Committee)
stands at nine for and six
against," Fletcher said. "But
votes aren't going to be enough
We have to get the Committee
believing in the Fine Arts
Building.
"It calls for some armtwisting."
The Ways and Means Com
mittee members, appointed by
the Senate President and the
Speaker of the House every two
years, are William Holstrom,
Betty Roberts, Edward Fadeley,
Fred Heard, L. W. Newbry, Jack
Ripper and Bill Stevenson
(Senate) and Philip Lang, Keith
Skelton, Harvey Akeson, Stafford
Hansell, Robert Ingalls, William

McCoy and Mary Roberts
(House).
"We're looking for students
who live in the districts where the
Committee members come
from," Lamb said. "Individual
letters from constituents are
more effective than if we sent
over a packet of information to
the committee as a whole."
Any lobby at the Special
Session will have to be large,
well-organized, committed - and
vocal.
"We don't anticipate any
significant lobbying efforts,"
Winton J. Hunt, Chief Clerk of the
House of Representatives, said a
fortnight ago. "In a short session,
the legislators will stick pretty
much to the
Governor's
proposals."
Two weeks ago, the House was
hopeful of wrapping up the
session in two days. Two weeks
would be a more realistic
estimate, in the light of in
tensified energy problems that
will take up a large share of the
session.
"We've had good verbal
support from students recently,"
Fletcher mentioned. Many have
written letters to people "in high
places."
"What we're looking for though
is more students who are truly
committed to the Fine Arts
proposal -- students who can do
contact lobbying."
Governor McCall relegated the
Fine Arts funds to the back of the
bus. Bill Fletcher, Steve Lamb,
and a handful of other activists
invite the OCE students to help
elevate it to a higher status.

"Until this year, the only
people pushing a Fine Arts
Complex were the OCE Ad
ministration and the professors,"
Fletcher maintained. But the
vested interests involved moved
"rent certificate" showing how the legislators to give the project
much rent you paid him in 1973. It only token consideration. Robert
Assistant
looks something like the W-2 form Page, an OCE
you get from your employer. You Professor of Drama, was singled
must mail the certificate in with out by Fletcher as one "who has
been beating has head against the
your rax refund form.
If your landlord hasn't given wall for ten years."
"What is needed," continued
you a certificate yet, bug him
about it. You may even have to Fletcher, "is a significant
fill the certificate out for him and amount of student interest in the
have him sign it if he doesn't act project. The fact that the lob
soon. He can't refuse to give you bying students from OCE won't
the certificate even if you owe even be able to use the Fine Arts
back rent, and he can't charge
you for it.
If you lived in two or more
places last year, get a certificate
from each landlord, and mail
them all in with your tax refund
form.
The deadline for filing the
refund form is April 15.
Special tip - If you shared a
house or apartment with
someone else last year, only one
of you can apply for the refund.
Have the one who earned the
least income in 1973 file the form.
That way you will get back the
largest possible refund from the
state. Then you can split the
refund among all the tenants.
You can't claim the refund for
dormitory payments. But you
might be able to get a refund for
fraternity or sorority payments.
Check with your house treasurer
to find out.
If you rented an apartment for
part of the year, but weren't
renting on December 31, 1973, the
Department of Revenue will try
to tell you that you can't get any
refund at all. Don't believe them!
They're probably wrong, and you
Tuesday and Wednesday were days to give when the Red Cross visited campus for their never
should fight them for it. Give
ending drive to obtain blood donors. Turnout for the drive was good this week, (photo by Tim
OSPIRG a call for help if you
Johnson)
want to fight.

"Death of a Salesman"
readies for Feb. 13
opening in Little
Theatre. . .page 6

President Rice
discusses campus
concerns. ..page 2
Grapplers break
even in weekend
matches. . .page n

Where
by MELISA McFIE

With the cost of tuition rising, a
drop in full-time equivalent
enrollment predicted, and
pending, faculty cuts, who on
campus — the student, the ad
ministration, or the faculty, —is
not concerned with what all this
implies?
In lamron 2's coverage of
Faculty Evaluations two issues
ago, some views of faculty were
presented; student opinion has
also been covered in a previous

issue. With unfounded fears
mounting about what the ad
ministration may or may not be
doing, it seemed appropriate to
talk with the man who heads
OCE's administration, Dr.
Leonard Rice.
Concerning faculty evaluation
he said: "It is a source of concern
at the moment. I think that
people are concerned about a
mass,
enormous
student
evaluation system and I think
they will be concerned about that
no 'matter how it is managed.

As a former teacher, Dr. Rice
told how he found faculty
evaluations very useful: "The
teacher learns" (from it), he
said. "It is the instrument of com
munication...the tool for feed
back to the professor." This input
however, was, as he put it:. . .
"between me and the student,
but when some outside body,
whether it be the administration,
or the student body as a whole,
conducts such a system, this rela
tionship between the student and
the faculty runs the risk of being
jeopardized. About this on OCE s
campus he said: "I would say
that just on the basis of the
anxiety level, just the prospect of
this happening has had certain
effects."
About the adoption of a new
method of Faculty Evaluation he
said: "If what you have, you
don't like, you don't necessarily
get better by adopting some
thing new. We try new
things...sometimes they're
better, but sometimes they are
worse—but I think that it is also
true that man's greatest failures
come
through
lack
of
imagination." He went on to point
out that when you design a
program to solve problems,
sometimes you get some
secondary effects, which in the
long-run do you far more harm
than the problem you solved.

Dr. Leonard Rice, OCE President

lamron 2 comment. . .

Writers wanted
T h e r e is p e r h a p s n o s t r o n g e r v o i c e o n c a m p u s t h a n t h e
s t u d e n t n e w s p a p e r . T h a t v o i c e will b e e f f e c t i v e o n l y if i t
is utilized b y t h e s t u d e n t s . Righrt n o w t h e l a m r o n 2 n e e d s
t h e h e l p of t h e s t u d e n t s a t O C E .
W e a r e looking f o r n e w p e o p l e t o join o u r s t a f f a n d
h e l p u s p r e s e n t a b r o a d e r , m o r e a c c u r a t e v i e w of
c a m p u s life a n d m o o d . T h e r e a r e m a n y a r e a s w e w o u l d
l i k e t o e x p l o r e b u t t h e c u r r e n t s i z e of o u r s t a f f m a k e s i t
difficult.
You d o n ' t h a v e t o b e a j o u r n a l i s t t o w o r k o n t h e
l a m r o n 2. I d e a s a n d t h e w i l l i n g n e s s t o w o r k a r e t h e o n l y
r e q u i r e m e n t s . If y o u c a n ' t m a k e i t t o o u r s t a f f m e e t i n g s
on T u e s d a y n i g h t s , w r i t e u s a l e t t e r o t t a l k t o a s t a f f
member. We are always open to new ideas.
If y o u h a v e a c o n t r i b u t i o n b r i n g i t d o w n t o o u r o f f i c e in
the College Center near the Games Room or leave it in
o u r m a i l b o x in t h e C o l l e g e C e n t e r O f f i c e . If y o u h a v e a
gripe or would like to comment about something at
O C E , w r i t e a l e t t e r t o t h e e d i t o r . All w e a s k i s t h a t l e t 
t e r s b e k e p t a t 300 w o r d s o r l e s s f o r s p a c e r e a s o n s .
lamron 2 i s t h e s t u d e n t v o i c e a t O C E a n d w e a r e
asking you to utilize that voice.
Dick S o u l e s
lamron 2 editor

jargon, 1. the language o?
a special group or profession
(i.e.,doctors,show-biz types,etc.)

2.gibberish;contused and
meaningless talk or writing,
(i.e., philosophers, pedants,
television engineers, etc.)

Here he reflects a positive
attitude toward what students
might be able to accomplish....'If
students decide that they are
going to do this, (adopt a new
system of faculty evaluation)
then they will do it," and —he
added, "maybe when they get it
done they will do it so wisely that
many or nearly all of the
anxieties which now exist will
prove to be unfounded and people
will talk about the old way where

the teacher 'managed' faculty
evaluation."
No value seen in education
Dr. Rice" spoke of this problem
in this way: "Increasingly we see
the young rejecting," things that
are not relevant. "How am I
going to get a Honda...take a
literature course???" "Learning
is the business of higher
education and it is getting harder
and harder to persuade students
that learning is of value.
Somehow the message has been
communicated to the young that
learning is no longer of value.
"I suppose that our social total
society has communicated that to
him in some way." And since
society is increasingly rejecting
education it becomes harder and
harder to 'sell' this commodity.
"The pursuit of learning is losing
ground." This loss of interest in
the pursuit of learning is itself a
source of anxiety, as Dr. Rice
perceives it. "After having spent
several years of your life in
professional-training—it leaves
an uneasy feeling that the
popular opinion is moving away
from placing value in what you
have to offer. The very idea of a
liberal arts education is to
educate people. When even the
idea is in question, that is a
source of anxiety."
Inflation
Dr. Rice sees inflation as the
key problem facing parents,
students, professors and ad
ministrators. "In such a time
everyone who has the capacity to
take, takes. We have so many
powerful groups who want to take
their share: labor unions,
combinations of people in
industry, taxing bodies, they all
have the capacity to take
'theirs'."
"What you are going to have in
this type of a world not just this
type of a nation—when you have

They have so polished their jatgon...

Page 2

..Educators can no
longer understand
one another.)

depression,>
you'll also ha
inflation...that comes right A
11
tr»
thf> student,
QtllHpnt and
QnrJ costs
to the
go to school. The costs
school follow inflation
the cost of oil and everythfe
else. That's really
J
more ii*
-j *uui£
*\/\
O MI 4" O M n *• • 1— — _
i
portant
than anything else
se, for!
the other problems that sit on %
mind."
Job worries
"Our
society
over
frightened," said Dr. Rice
%
student, who is worried about
that tends to crush the natural
curiosity and the desire to ex
plore. He thinks however, that
there are some students who
"just refuse to be hasseled by the
job-career emphasis," as he puts
it. "They tell a different story
Dr . Rice states that he sees the
student with the attitude of "don't
-tie-me-down" acting in a play
playing in the orchestra, 0r
working in extra-curricular
activities, because he likes to,
because he is young and wants to
explore and learn.
The worry about a job with the
majority however is the result of
wondering how the basic
necessities of life will be
provided. For those who refuse to
join the rank of the govern
ment-supported unemployed, the
breadlines, or the welfare roles,
concern about a job is, I feel, a
healthy concern. As Dr. Rice
pointed out though, "Most of
people's suffering is the result of
worrying about things that never
happen. It's been true anciently
and true everywhere. Most of our
suffering comes from worrying
about things that don't happen,
This advice, can be taken as
advice, not to worry, a sound bit
of advice. Perhaps because he
has heeded his own advise so well
is why Dr. Rice has remained
calm and 'unshaken' through the
years.
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lamron 2: the people's forum
i

Since you, sir, have advocated
the use of political pressure on
our elected officials, I say yes,
but in such a way that will result
To the Editor,
In the January 31, 1974 issue of in a solution that is agreeable to
the Lamron 2 you brought up the as many parties involved as
issue of closing Monmouth possible. I say bring pressure on
Avenue. I would like to comment the State, the College, and the
on that issue.
City to sit down together and
Let me state first, that I am not work out a solution that would not
opposed to the end but only to the channel traffic into the campus at
means advocated in the editorial. all. Keep highway traffic away
In your editorial you stated that from the campus. Yet allow for
three of the Monmouth City those that commute, access by
Council voted against closing car.
Monmouth Avenue. I feel these
Again, let me say that the no
votes were correctly cast. I say parking measure has reduced the
this because I attended that hazard to pedestrians im
public hearing that brought mensely. However, I maintain
before the people the question of that an adequate bypass must be
closing the street. The feeling of built before the street is closed.
most of the people who came to This would insure both get proper
the hearing were not in favor of traffic flow and our primary
closing the street at that time.
objective, the closure of the
The major reason behind their street.
feeling, I believe, was the fact
Sincerely,
that Church, Stadium, and
Robert T. Davis
Jackson streets did not provide
Student OCE
an adequate or safe bypass for
the traffic.
One of the biggest complaints
was the cars parked along the
street. This problem has been To the Editor:
alleviated. The no parking mea
In her article on Uruguay,
sure has greatly increased the Melisa McFie failed to mention
drivers' visibility and reduced an important fact-during the last
the hazard to pedestrians. With year, Uruguay has become a
this in mind I see no great military dictatorship. On June
urgency in closing Monmouth 27th, 1973, President Juan Maria
Avenue at this time.
Bordaberry (a conservative
However, this does not mean a
rancher) dissolved Congress,
search for a workable solution closed schools, imposed strict
should be abandoned. I believe censorship and in other ways
there is such a solution.
brought an end to Uruguay's
There is usable and vacant land constitutional democracy. His
on the west side of the campus. At
excuse for all this was the refusal
one time it was proposed to put a
of Congress to impeach of
bypass in that area that would
remove the innunity of a leftist
feed into Stadium Drive. I see no
senator who was suspected of
reason why this plan of action
having contacts with the far left
cannot be worked upon.
Tuparamos guerillas.

Monmouth Ave,

Correction

(Note: only one profession
has perfected the art o?
hogwash; Educators.

0

the'pursuit
is
of

This coup was brought about at ]
the insistance of armed forces,
who have become increasingly
powerful in Uruguay. Earlier
that year, in February, t«e
military forced Bordaberry to
create a new military dominate
"security council" and issued a
program for the solution o
Uruguay's economic problems,
stating that "the armed forces
would oversee the running ot
country in close contact with tne
executive."
It is true, as MelisaJ^,

pointed out, that governs
spending has increased i |
Uruguay. According to • |
Riter Mort Rosenblum,
I
military is reported react
spend $130 million this.y&>
third of all government expe"
(Statesman, 1-13-74)." eDenne,
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OCE sports: feeling the pinch
by JIMHEALY
During this time of financial
trouble for many college and
university athletic programs
aCross the nation, the question
arises as to how OCE's own
athletic department is doing.
A study by The Chronicle of

Higher Education estimates that
as many as two-thirds of the
^ nation's intercollegiate athletic
programs are losing money.
Among the Oregon schools in the

red or close to it, are Oregon
State University, the University
of Oregon and Portland State
University.
The three university athletic
directors, along with Gov. Tom
McCall, have asked the legisla
ture for about $300,000 to help
lund some coaches' salaries and
the so-called non-income sports.
Is OCE in a similar situation?
Dr. Robert Livingston, P .E.
department chairman and
athletic director, explained that
at OCE rising inflation

Volleyball is an Athletic Director's dream - the sport requires
minimal funds, takes up little space, and can be played by all.

our ANTIQUE dEWELRY
VALENTINES Nave REA IoW
fAShiONEd SENliMEM

OSPIRG project
now underway

A brooch
imthr,
that might
have adorned a
Victorian belle . . . a
Pendant that went to
a glittering ball . . .
Just some of the
antique reproduction
w e've uncovered. To
help you say "Happy
Valentine, love" with
true old-fashioned
sentiment.

^ate and Liberty Sts.
VALENTINE'S DAY IS FEB. 14TH

declining enrollment may force
the school to cut back on one or
more sports in the near future.
Because of the "integral" nature
of the program, (each coach
having to teach as well as coach)
the upcoming faculty cuts may
also have a very adverse effect
upon one or more sports if a
coach should be released and not
replaced.
"I believe in a broad
program," Livingston said, but
acknowledged that "Because we
did expand. . .we have ourselves
spread thin." He also stated that
the college maintains 20 varsity
sports, and it would be a "distinct
loss if one or more of these were
dropped.
OCE s athletic budget has
increased from about $62,000 in
1968-69 to $84,000 in 1972-73, with
all of the money coming from
student fees.
The breakdown of the sports for
last year is as follows: football
$21,827,
basketball
$7,245,
baseball $6,460, track $5,008'
wrestling $4,100, golf $4,467,
bowling $1,116, tennis $907,
swimming $1,098, gymnasics
$4,910 and women's recreation
$6,212. Secretarial help and the
cost of a grounds-keeper ac
counted for the remaining money
spent on athletics.
The college also maitains
reserves of less than $10,000 to
assist with national team travel
and unexpected costs that might
come up.
Livingston estimates that
athletic equipment costs rise
between 10 and 18 per cent a year,
and combined with the 8 per cent
national inflation rate it makes it
necessary to look for relief in
some areas. The possibility of
long trips being cut back and
participants paying more has
already been started in some
sports.
Every year in some sport a
national qualifier is denied the
chance to compete at that level
simply because there is not the
money to transport him or her to
whereve the competition is being
held. The choice of who goes and
who stays is a difficult one, and at
times causes a rift between the
athletic department and the
athletes.
Livingston
stressed
the
women's athletic program here,
pointing out that their budget has
more than quadrupled in the last
ten yars. A the present time
about $9,000 is allocated for all of
their sports programs.
The financial trouble of the
athletic department is not unique
to the OCE campus, and while it
is not as bad as at the major
universities, it is still gloomy
enough to warrant the con
sideration those concerned.
Unless a new way of funding
sports is found, or enrollment
ends its decline and heads up
ward, OCE faces the distinct
possibility of cutting one or more
sports in the near future.

Salem

364-2224

This term at OCE, OSPIRG will
be doing an Apartment Rental
Survey an update of the same
project done in the spring of 1973.
Also OSPIRG will be doing a
statewide telephone survey of a
medically related industry.
Another local project will be
investigating possible price
discrepancies locally.
OCE OSPIRG needs your help
on these projects. If you would
like to help come by the OSPIRG
office (above the People Place)
open 2-5 Monday through Friday,
838-4674 or SPO No. 107. Also
OSPIRG will have a table in the
College Center on Friday Feb. 8.
Oregon Student Public Interest
Research Group.

The OCE students who play the hoop sport either on the inter
collegiate or intramural level, along with those who enjoy gym
nastics, would be affected by athletic budget cuts in 1974-75. (Photo
by Tim Johnson)

lamron 2
news synopsis
INTERNATIONAL (Betley, England): Irish Republican Army
terrorists have apparently widened the scope of their guierilla attacks
to include the British mainland. A bomb tore apart a British bus
Monday, killing 11 while wounding 14. The bus was carrying service
men and their families. Although police have named no suspects, they
are certain that the bomb was planted by the IRA.
(Phnom Penh, Cambodia): Rebel insurgents forced a government
brigade back against the Tonle Sap River while about 3000 additional
rebel troops are massing together about eight miles west of the capital
Twenty nine Cambodians were killed when insurgents shelled Phnom
Penh.
(Sao Paulo, Brazil): At least 200 persons perished in the Crefisul
Bank fire last Friday . The tragedy pointed out the glaring short
comings of the Sao Paulo fire fighting system. Fire Department
Commander Jonas Flores Ribeiro said after the fire that the city of six
million needs 70 fire stations. Thirteen are now in operation. Cause of
the fire has been tentatively determined as a short circuit in an air
conditioning unit. The 25 story building had no fire escapes.
NATIONAL (Columbus, Ohio): The nation is beginning to feel the
effects of an ever-growing independent truckers strike. Food shor
tages have led to layoffs in food-related industries and the National
Guard has been called out in three states to control outbursts of
violence. The independents are calling for lower fuel prices, higher
weight limits and freight rates and the raising of speed limits to 65
miles per hour.
(Washington, D.C.): Despite the optimistic tone of President
Nixon's State of the Union message last week, federal economic ad
visors are now saying publicly what many Americans have feared for
some time now - that the United States is on the brink of a serious
recession. Runaway inflation and a rising unemployment rate have
been joined by energy crisis woes and reports of other shortages
including food. Nixon made reference to those "perennial prophets of
doom" who had predicted a recession for 1974. Prominent U. S.
economists Walter Heller and Milton Freidmann are among those who
foresee an economic slowdown.
(Washington, D. C.) Key matters upcoming in Congress include a
record-breaking $304.4 billion national budget submitted by President
Nixon earlier this week. The House Ways and Means committee has
opened hearings on legislation aimed at curbing windfall profits by oil
companies. Both branches will attempt to work out differences in an
energy emergency bill that would give the President extensive
regulatory powers. Harold Hughes has called for the Senate Armed
Services Committee to initiate hearings concerning allegations that
the military participated in White House spying operations in 1970 and
1971.
NORTHWEST (Portland, Oregon): Sen. Bob Packwood, R. -Or. has
announced that he will seek re-election to the U. S. Senate. A virtual
unknown six years ago, Packwood pulled off a major political upset by
defeating Wayne Morse. He has planned a week-long public
appearance tour in Oregon, February 8-15. Democrats who have
announced their candidacy include Jason Boe, Oregon Senate
President and Sen. Vern Cook.
(Portland): Oregon Gasoline Dealer Association President Wayne
Bowlby has urged Federal Energy Chief William Simon not to initiate
rationing plans on a national scale. He proposed instead that a
voluntary system similar to Gov. Tom McCall's numbers and flag
plan be effected.
(Ashland, Oregon): Students from Southern Oregon College met
with a Ways and Means sub-committee Tuesday seeking funds that
would allow the college to retain 19 faculty members. The Faculty
Retention Committee was afforded "a polite reception" but was
promised no money.
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We condemn the "Shylock
down the street for acting as we all act
»y

" •' •'
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This week's Friday night movie is "Sounder , starring Cecily
Tyson, and Paul Winfield. This multi-Oscar nominee will be shown at
4, 7 and 9 p.m. at the Music Hall Auditorium. Cost is 75 cents.
Petitions are available at the Student Government Room for ASOCE
Executive Board. The positions available are: ASOCE President,
Social Board Chairperson, Senate Chairperson, Administrative
Officer, and Business Manager. Petitions are due Monday, February
11.

+++
There will be a meeting of the ASOCE Board of Administrators on
Wednesday, February 13, concerning proposed changes in the ASOCE
By-Laws. The areas to be covered will be: Executive Board, Senate
and it's composition, Board of Administrators, Social Board,
Financial Board, Clubs and Organizations, Inter-Dorm Council,
Student Services, vacancies, and leaves of absences. Any interested
student is welcome to attend.
+ -f~
The OCE Kinetic Theatre presents "Switched-On Concert", an
avant-garde and multi-media presentation on Thursday, Feb. 7, in the
Music Hall Auditorium. Shows will be at 7:30 and 9 p.m. The cost is
$1.25 for adults and 75 cents for students and children.
+ -h-h
Application forms for OSEA scholarships are available in Ad 107.
Those wishing to apply for these awards must do so before March 1.

+++
Are you looking for a ride to and from school? Check out the Car Co
op in the Student Government Room of the College Center.

+++
The OCE Flying Club meets every Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in NS 101.
If you're interested drop in or call Wayne Embree at 838-5927.

+++
"Shades of the Past" in Campbell Hall Gallery 107, and "Life of the
American Hobo" in the College Center Concourse, ends Friday, Feb.
8. Be sure and see it before it is gone.
•+* 4- +
Thursday at 4:00 p.m. in the TV room of the College Center there will
be a workshop session for those students interested in lobbying for the
Fine Arts building.

+++
There will be a meeting of the OCE Ski Club Wednesday, Feb. 6, at
7:30 p.m. in the Willamette Room of the College Center. Purpose of the
meeting will be to plan the upcoming trip to Squaw Valley.

+++
If a summer job at Crater Lake sounds like something you might be
interested in, interviews will be held in the Financial Aids Office in the
Cottage on Friday, Feb. 15, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Sign-up for an
interview as soon as possible.

+++
The "Woody Guthrie Program" will be this Monday, Feb. 11, at 7:30
p.m. in the Pacific Room (Coffee Shop) of the College Center. This
multi-media presentation will be given by Guy Logsden of the
University of Tulsa. Price will be 50 cents, and proceeds will go to the
Committee to Combat Huntingtons Disease, from which Woody
Guthrie died.

+++
Dr. Thomas L. Rhea, a leading figure in electronic music, will
demonstrate a sound synthesizer in the Willamette Room of the
College Center at 4 p.m. Thursday, Feb. 7. There is no charge.
+ 4-4Humanities Night will be this Tuesday, Feb. 12, at 8 p.m., in the
Willamette Room of the College Center. Speaking will be Miss Sandra
Sessom on the topic of "The New Ferment in Women's Literature."
All faculty, staff and their friends are welcome at no charge.

+ ++
The Winter Term play, "Death of a Salesman", will be presented
Feb. 13 through 16, at 8:15 p.m., in the OCE Little Theatre. Tickets are
available at the College Center Office at $1.75 for adults, $1.25 for
students and $1.00 for children.
H—I—I"Rugs and or" will be on display at the College Center Concourse
beginning Feb. 8, and ending March 6. The pieces are of various artists
from the OCE crafts classes. Take the time to stop and enjoy this
unique display as you wander through the College Center.

+++
Baritone, Neil Wilson, will give a recital this Monday, Feb. 11, at 8
p.m. in the Music Hall Auditorium.
•I"+ +
A Science-Math Seminar entitled "Water" will be given by Dr.
Anton Postl at 12 noon in room 103 of the Natural Science Building this
Tuesday, Feb. 12. Coffee and donuts will be available.

+++
d
SCENE: Friday, Feb. 8 - Wrestling vs. Warner
Pacific, NPE Gym, 7:30 p.m.; Saturday, Feb. 8 - Wrestling vs. Lewis
& Clark, NPE Gym, 1 p.m.; Monday, Feb. 11-Women's Gymnastics vs
OSU, NPE Gym, 7:30 p.m.; Tuesday, Feb. 12 - Basketball vs
Willamette University, NPE Gym, 7:30 p.m.; JV Basketball vs. WU
NPE Gym, 5:30 p.m.; Women's Basketball vs. Portland State AAUW
Old PE Gym, 8 p.m.; Wednesday, Feb. 13 - Women's Basketball vs '
OSU, 7:30 p.m.
*'

+++
Dr. Margaret Hiatt of the OCE Education department will give a
talk and show slides on "The Peoples and Landforms of Africa" at 7:30
p.m. in the Willamette room of the College Center on Monday, Feb. 11
sponsored by OCE's Delta Eta chapter of Gamma Theta Upsilon
International Geographical Society.
All members, faculty, staff and the public are invited to attend.

+++
A reception for "Rugs And Or" artists will be held on Tues.
February 12 from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the main concourse of the
e
e exhibit "Rugs And °r" is a student invitational
sh°owge
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This is the second in a series of
articles on cliches of socialism.
by MEL1SA McFIE
"The Shylock! He charges all the
traffic will bear!"
"He charges all the traffic will
bear," is an accusation thrown
around with much frequency
today. As a result the general
population now advocates and
supports such measures as price
ceilings and exchange controls,
to control such "unfair" prac
tices.
We as consumers, though, shop
around. We look for the sales -for the best product at the lowest
possible price. That is to say, we
trade with those who will offer us
the highest possible price for our
goods or services. We, too, hold
out until we can get the most in
return for our labor. To say, or
assume, that you and I act on a
different principle is absurd; we
too look out for our own interests.
As soon as some good or ser
vice, however, which we are
dependent on, becomes "short in
supply", then those who are
fortunate enough to be in
possession of the good are
charged with asking for the
highest price that the traffic will
bear. "TheShylock!" we scream
at him -- for acting exactly as we
all act when we are free to do so.
We would be more hesitant to
destroy the voluntary system of
social cooperation under the
division of labor, the private
ownership of the means of
production and the private
property of life if we were to think
less negatively of those who
"charge all the traffic will bear."
For this economic practice is
identical in principle to its
opposite: The sales which dispose
of water-damaged stock, etc. The
latter tends to please us, the
former we condemn, but to curse
results caused by the same
working principle is utter non
sense!
Both
allocate
available
resources to uses which please
us, as we indicate our wants by
our buying or not buying.
In the operation of the market,
exchanges take place everyday
and prices act as an indicator of
the changing supply and demand.
The market registers these
changes in supply and demand
like an enormous computer - far
superior, however, to any elec
tronic computer that man has
ever devised, or ever will.
Data of the most varied nature
is quickly processed -- the
answers - prices. Prices are to
the enterprising what stop and go
signals are to the commuter.
They say clearly: "Enter this
activity, now . , .the supply is
short and demand is great," or
"Leave this activity, the supply is
great and the demand is
comparatively little."
Any commodity can be used to
illustrate how the market suc
cessfully allocates resources, so
that no want more urgently
desired is left unsatisfied,
because the resources needed for
its production are being em
ployed to produce a good less
urgently demanded.
Tomatoes, let us say, are
suddenly in "short supply"
Millions of people relish this fruit
and thus, the demand continues
high. The few growers fortunate
enough to have escaped the
destructive blight discover that
they can sell their small supply
for two dollars per pound - and
they do!
"Salad lovers who cannot afto pay this "exorbitant" price are
inclined to think of the growers-

(Why, they're highway robbers

)

Daniel Kieszenia and Carol Nelson, French professor and
student are shown here conducting a mini-orientation class, during
preview day, which was held on campus Saturday, February 2
(photo by Tim Johnson)
Yet these fortunate few are
adhering
closely
to
the
computer's instructions; they are
behaving precisely as you and I
act when we accept an increase
in our wages. " +
In a market, in which meh can
act more or less freely, several
forces will immediately go to
work for the consumer. First and
foremost, the high profit which is
going to tomato growers will
entice more people into the
production of tomatoes. And
secondly a blight-resist strain of
tomatoes would probably be
developed. In a short time
tomatoes will be bountiful and the
price will be within reach of all.
A law to keep the price at its old
level, causes price to no longer be
the best signal to producers. The
results of such a law would be: 1)
to reduce the incentive to enter
the tomato growing business and
if the law, imposed by govern
ment, remained in effect long
enough it would 2) cause those
remaining in the tomato growing
business to leave — and soon there
would be no commercially-grown
tomatoes on any table in the land.
When price or wage controls
are put in place, the data fed into
the computer - the market becomes inaccurate, and when
this happens the answer are
consequently in error. This in
part explains why we have
surpluses and/ or shortages.

Supply cannot meet demand
when the signals have been
distorted. The data which is fed
into the computer can only be as
useful as it is accurate. Only an
economy free from government
wage-price controls, and subsidyfed industries can accurately
reflect the supply-demand
situations of the people.
Disapproval of those who
charge all the traffic will bear
tends to set in motion policies
which distort data; for unsound
economic emotions support more
and more governmental policies
of control. Then instead of an
automatic
computer, (the
market) which gives us accurate
data the 'stop' and 'go' signals)
for free, we get a growing
governmental bureaucracy
which tries in vain to collect data
concerning supply-demand, at
the cost to the taxpayer of billions
of dollars each year! Then with
such an inefficient allocator of
resources in control, shortages
will plague us more and more
When all is considered, those I
who do not charge "all the traffic
will bear" they are the ones who
are not serving the best interest
of the consumer, because the)
refuse to allocate resources to the
most desired uses, that you and
determine by our bying or not
buying.
+Leonard E. Read, President of
Found, for Economic Education
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Political flicks portray JFK, pseudo-RFK
by TIM PETSHOW

Although the assassination of
l0hn Kennedy is no longer the
American tragedy it
^ce was, the event still evokes
°tense socio-political debate. In
1963, the country in general and
nallas, Texas, in particular was
man with a bagful of phobias.
Although JFK had the charisma
and the youthful zeal, we knew
were
that the Communists
lurking behind every doorway n(j it seemed that America's
tirSt Catholic President was not
devoting nearly enough effort to
squelching the incidious rascals.
Executive
Action
is
into
debunking the Warren Com
mission Report and advancing a
right wing conspiracy theory,
for sheer ideological intrigue,
Ujg
Kennedy
(John)
assassination rivals no other
Personal

crime
crime in
in th,
the past decade unless

yo view the Manson slaughter in
a political way. Since that day in
Dallas, we have constructed the
One Madman Theory, the Several
Madmen Theory, the Marxist
Marksmen - probably from Cuba
- Theory, and now the Right Wing
Conspiracy.
I might as well get it over with;
Executive Action was a disap
pointing flick. Not that the
potential wasn't there-the idea of
a right wing plot conjured up
visions of (1) intellectual
conservatives,
(2)
Robert
Shelton-Billy James Hargis
types, or (3) as the picture
suggests, powerful capitalists of
the rugged individualist variety.
But as compelling a writer as
Dalton Trumbo is (Johnny Got
His Gun) should be made
required reading for all military

top brass), something was lost in
the making of the motion picture.
Uninspired acting (Robert Ryan)
seemed bemusedly bored, Will
Geer is still Grandpa Walton) and
the lack of any intelligent
dialogue left one to develop his
own story in his mind.
Helpfyl was some actual foot
age of the assassination and the
dramatic scene when Jack Ruby
guns down Lee Harvey Oswald.
Earlier film of Kennedy-in-thenews and some Martin Luther
King
speeches
supposedly
aroused the hate germ within the
right wingers.
It wasn't until the end though,
when the producers casually told
of the eighteen material wit
nesses who "died" within five
years of the assassination. The
odds of this occuring, continued
the words, are something like one
trillion to one.

Perhaps a stupendous coin
cidence.
Perhaps a reason to re-open
and re-evaluate the fact files.
The Candidate was in the "War
is Hell" catagory; substitute the
word "campaign" for the ward
"war" and you have a darned fine
political flick. Robert Redford is
Bill McKay who is (1) Gene
McCarthy,
(2)
George
McGovern, or (3) Robert Ken
nedy. The game is a California
Senatorial race and for McKay
the son of a former governor, it is
a game- until pre-election polls
show him creepoing closer to
CiiHrRJaam0I1TW!!0 r
Rnn
^iii tS
Ronald
Reagen, John Connally,
and John Wayne.
McKay builds his campaign
around the conventional liberal
topics of the seventies-pollution,
community health care, busing,

The Air Force ROTC
College Program has 3
things to offer that other
college programs don't.
1. 6,500 scholarships.
2. $100 monthly allowance.
3. Free flying lessons.

abortion, etc. Without his brain
coaches though, McKay is a man
without ideas or ways.
How a young, civil-liberties
lawyer with puny campaign
resources can cut into the for
midable block of conservative
California votes is the mystery of
the film.
The depiction of the campaign
trail - the drudgery, the
propositions the agitators (when
in a public restroom, McKay is
told, "...you're shit, McKay, you
know you're shit, and your father
was shit," he continues to zip up
his pants, greatly bemused by it
all)-was laudable. Strain that
be

suppressed while in the

public eye is vented upon the
speechwriters, the hangers on,
the coke machine, his wife.
The Candidate is a relatively
unexploited theme and it turned
out to be a rare combination of
entertainment and political food
for thought.

Volunteer
forum set
A "short course" for volunteer
workers with youth will be held at
Oregon College of Education for
two Saturdays, February 9 and
16.

The two-day workshop will
feature sections led by OCE
faculty members Dr. Richard
Scott, Dr. Victor Savicki, William
Glaeser, Judith Osborne, Dr.
Reese House, Dr. Vernon Utz,
and Louise Krey.
Six sections will be presented,
of which participants may select
one morning and one afternoon
session. Sections carry over from
one Saturday to the next with
reading and practical application
during the week.
The sections are: What Are
Adolescents
Like?,
Value
Building with Youth, Art and
Youth in the Community, all
morning sessions.
Afternoon sections include
What are Children About?, Styles
of Group Leadership and
Recreation, and Fun and Leisure
for Youth.
Each section meets for three
hours, 9:30 to 12:30 for morning
sections and 1:30 to 4:30 for af
ternoon sections.
The course may be taken for
one hour of credit. For further
information, contact the Office of
Special Programs at OCE by
mail or phone.

Assistant
petitions
available
Application forms for the
position of Student Assistant for
1974-75 in the Residence Halls at
Oregon College of Education
are available in The Cottage.
They will be due no later than
Friday, February 15 at 5:00 p.m.

Enroll in Air Force ROTC.
contact Willamette University
A. (503) 362-1727
Find Yourself A Future In Air Force ROTC.

Any interested student of
sophomore, junior or senior
standing, with a 2.50 (or higher)
cumulative GPA may apply.
This year there are ten Student
Assistants living in the dor
mitories, with a ratio of about one
S.A. per fifty students. Student
Assistants are hired for the full
nine months of the school year,
and are members of the student
personnel staff.
Contact Dean Phyllis Griffith,
107 the Cottage, Ext. No. 221, for
further information.
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Entertainment editor:
so much is cooking

lamron 2's

Entertainment Guide

Hello! Hope life's giving you a fair shake. Speaking of
shakes, maybe I should give Jeremy Week one or two.
He seems to be nearly non-productive, and appears to
have fallen in a rut, with Jim Croce on his shoulders. But
back to being productive, Valli Camp's humorous short
stories get longer each week. A new feature on page 8,
hopefully something you'll want to cut out, tack on your
wall and maybe even whip up: a weekly recipe. Entertainment coming: Kinetic Theatre tonight, three
showings of "Sounder" Friday, a Woody Guthrie
program in the College Center Monday, "Death of a
Salesman" (at left) runs Wednesday through next
Saturday and a week from Sunday is the Indochinese
dinner (page 7). While waiting for The Duke's return,
I'll pass you an occasional film review (i.e. "Sleeper" at
right). Don't forget: if you think too hard, you will
solidify (as in "turn to stone"). Also, until next week,
don't forget to have a nice day.
-- Dan Tompkins

High costs and budgies
by VALLI CAMP
Once upon a time, long ago and far away, there lived a
group of very poor creatures called Budgies. In the
same small town dwelled a crowd of apathetic wealthy
creatures called Costs. The Costs always walked around
wearing protective sunglasses to cover their dilated
pupils; hence, they acquired the nickname of "high
Costs."
The high Costs and the Budgies fueded constantly. But
no matter how hard the Budgies fought, the Costs would
win. This made the Budgies mad because the Costs
forced them to pay a tribute to them, and it was this
tribute that allowed the Costs to get higher and higher.
One sunny day an especially heavy battle ensued
between the Budgies and the Costs. The Costs expected
to win, and the Budgies were very sad. Then one low
Budgie embarked on a journey to report the battle
conditions of the village to the queen of the land. Queen
Panacea cried over the low Budgie's story, and issued a
decree that during a battle the Costs would fight without
Willy is giving a pep talk to Biff and Hap, while Linda stands at his side. From Death of a
their sunglasses!
Salesman/' we find Cindy Bynum, John Rudy, Mike Cauthon and Jody Marsh. The play will be
Consequently, when the battle ended, the Budgies
in OCE's Little Theatre Wednesday through Saturday, 13-16 February. Tickets are now in the
emerged triumphant over the blinded Costs. "That will
College Center Office. (Photo by. Steve Schenck)
teach you for getting high at our expense!" shouted the
Budgies.
They went to thank Queen Panacea for her help, and
asked if there was anything they could do to repay her.
"Yes," she began, "I will put all of the captive Costs into
my new army. You must pay a tax to support your
victims. From now on, they shall be known as 'War
Fall term's play, "A Funny
If you are a nostalgia buff come
Tickets are available at Costs'."
The Costs marched away singing "High ho, high
Thing Happened on the Way to and view the period of the 40's Stevens and Sons in Salem, the
the Forum", brought audiences and if you care about man and his College Center Office and at the ho.. ."

Death of a Salesman comes
alive on Little Theatre stage
excitement, laughter and fun. It dreams "Death of a Salesman" is
was comedy for everyone. This a must for you.
term's play "Death of a
Salesman" has a more serious
tone.
Arthur Miller's Willy Loman is
a moving ^character. Throughout
the play we see many questions
raised about the man and his
dreams. Mr. Miller deals with
man. what he is, what he wants
and needs to be and what he is in
life and in death. These facets of
Duo-pianists Ferrante &
man are dealt with honesty and
Teicher, favorites in the North
realistically.
The production was first west for the past twelve years,
produced at the Morosco Theatre have done it again! One month
in New York on February 10,1949 before their scheduled concert at
and staged by Elia Kazan. The the Portland Civic Auditorium on
famous realistic set was designed Saturday, Feb. 16, Celebrity
by America's foremost designer, Attractions, their Portland
Jo Mielziner. Lee J. Cobb is well sponsors, announced a sold-out
known for his portrayal of Willy house.
This year, in response to the
Loman. Now 25 years later
audiences can see this post-war appeals of the management and
drama at OCE's Little Theatre on the many frustrated "would-be"
patrons, they will appear in an
Feb. 13, 14, 15, 16 at 8:15 p.m.
The play directed by Robert additional performance on
Page, will be presented Friday, Feb. 15 at the Civic
realistically. Although the play is Auditorium in Portland, with
placed in the late 40's audiences curtain time set for 8:15 p.m.
Obviously at the top of
will find it relevant today. What
with this trend at looking back at everyone's "most-wanted" list,
the nostalgic "good old days", Ferrante
and
Teicher
"Death of a Salesman" helps to (sometimes know as the "Movie
put life and times in perspective. Theme Team") present a
The realism is not only present relaxing and audience-delighting
in the acting style but in the set evening of tuneful tandem piano
design of Dr. Adams and in the music, liberally laced with a
costumes of Mr. Richard Davis. running patter of humor. This

door. Adults, $1.75; Students,
$1.25; Children, $1.00.

Ferrante & Teicher
play Portland soon

Page 6

year's production, entitled
"Double Play", is, as usual,
earning them SRO signs all over
the country.
Ferrante & Teicher have sold
over 20 million records to date,
with such hits as "Theme from
The Apartment", "Exodus",
"West Side Story", "My Fair
Lady", and "Midnight Cowboy".
Their fans are legion turning out
year after year, with the result
that their bookings generally run
two to three years in advance.
They play some 125 dates an
nually, covering some 200,000 air
miles.
Tickets for Ferrante &
Teicher's Feb. 15 appearance,
priced at $6.00, $5.00 and $4.00,
are on sale now at Celebrity
Attractions, 1010 S.W. Morrison
in Portland, Stevens and Son
Jewelers, Meier and Frank,
Lincoln Savings and the
Auditorium.

I

THURSDAY
February 14
9 p.m. - 12 p.m.
At The Old Gym
Sponsored by the OCE Chapter
of the Intercollegiate Knights

lamron

Old fashioned fun
survives until 2173
SLEEPER
Woody Allen
by DAN TOMPKINS
Entertainment Editor

The most hilarious movie of the
past year has come and left the
local area, but it can still be seen
at the Hollywood in Portland.
Sleeper, Woody Allen's fifth
film, is more than 90 minutes of
outrageousness. It has something
for people who like Dixieland jazz
(most of the film's soundtrack),
people who like slapstick humor
(Allen's wit is in the grand
tradition of Chaplin and Keaton)
and people who are into science
fiction (circa 2173).
The characters Woody Allen
plays usually have the worst
possible things done to them by
others. Sleeper's Miles Monroe
gets about the biggest injustice
ever placed upon a poor soul.
After going into a hospital for
complications involving a peptic
ulcer, he is cryogenically
preserved for 200 years. Doctors
find him in the wilderness, years
after a third world war, and
perform an illegal act by reviving
him.
After being unpeeled from his
tin foil wrap like a baked potato,
Allen is considered an alien by
the government due to knowledge
he might hold of the longforgotten past. He is chased by
security police, who in the
likeness of the Keystone Kops (or
the CIA) are expert bunglers;
their ray guns backfire and they
can't single out Allen when he
passes himself off as a robot.
While a robot, Allen is
delivered to a delicious young
socialite, Diane Keaton, who
immediately puts him to work,
preparing for a party. Although
his errors don't catch her eye, she
decides to return him to the
factory to get a more attractive
head.
To help in his search for the
revolutionary
underground,
Allen abducts Ms. Keaton to have
as a guide. In search for food, the
duo stumble upon a gigantic
garden. A run-in with security
police dictates that he beat a man
senseless with a strawberry (the
size of a medicine ball) and try to
get away from the clutches of a
five-foot banana peel. He finally
does escape with provisions: a
banana and a celery stalk under
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his arm that are longer than he is
tali.
Another anomaly of the 22nd
century is a 200 year old
Volkswagen that starts on the
lirst try. And guess how many
zeros McDonald's has tacked
onto their number of burgers
served?
Well, Our Hero is captured by
the Establishment and told that
his brain is going to be washed
(or
re-programmed).
He
naturally protests, claiming it is
his second favorite organ.
Not too long after getting
established in his new identity, he
meets the underground and is
reunited with Ms. Keaton. Their
orders: stop "the leader" of the
government
from
being
recreated from all that's left of
him-a nose. You can bet Allen
doesn't blow an assignment like
that.
My prediction is that this film
will be difficult for even Woody
Allen to top. But I'd keep an eye
(if not a nose) on him.

The Music Listening Room (in the College Center) is proud to
announce that it has the following new records this term for your
ears: Jesus Christ Superstar," Soundtrack; Cabaret, Sound
track; Close To You, The Carpenters; Sonny & Cher Live;
Diamond Girl, Seals & Crofts; Greatest Hits On Earth, 5th
Dimension; Long Hard Climb, Helen Reddy; Tapestry, Carole
King; Goodbye Yellow Brick Road, Elton John; Catch Bull At
Four, Cat Stevens; The Beatles: 1967-1970.
There are lots more plus tapes and you can bring your own!
The MLR is on the first floor, around the corner from the SPO
boxes. Hours are Sunday - Saturday, 1-5 p.m.; Monday Saturday, 6-10 p.m. Drop by for a look or listen!

Baritone recital set
for Monday evening
One of the major recitals of the
season will be presented at the
Oregon College ot Education
Music Hall Auditorium at 8 p.m.
Monday, Feb. 11, by Neil Wilson,
distinguished baritone and
professor of music at the
University of Oregon. He will be
accompanied
by
Victor
Steinhardt at the piano.
Dr. Wilson, is also an instructor
in private voice, song literature
and vocal pedagogy and directs
the university chamber choir. He
received his bachelor of fine arts
and master of music degrees
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^ n e Eliot and David Bailey are traveling with the Indochina exhibit which comes to
" s College Center 17-19 February. The exhibit opens with a dinner featuring Indochinese
ood on Sunday 17 February. Don't miss it! Get your tickets for the dinner now in the College
Center Office.

——
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from the University of New
Mexico and his doctorate from
Indiana University.
He was a member of the
Eastern Oregon College faculty
from 1956 to 1960 and has been at
the U of O since 1961.
Dr. Wilson has earned critical
acclaim for his vocal artistry in
the United States and Europe. In
recent seasons he has been a
soloist with the Denver Sym
phony, Seattle Symphony,
Oregon Symphony, Spokane
Symphony, Portland Junior
Symphony, Eugene Symphony,
Portland Opera Association,
Peter Britt Festival, and the
Kalamazoo Bach Festival and
others.
Program for the recital will
include the Dichterliebe cycle of
songs by Robert Schumann;
"The Night Came Creeping,"
"Let It Be Forgotten," and "I
Dreamt that I Wandered" by
Edmund Soule, professor and
head of the U of O library
humanities division; four songs
by Charles Ives, and the
Halunken (Rascal) songs by the
contemporary German composer
Siegfried Strohnach.
The
latter,
which
are
delightfully witty and colorful,
will be accompanied by a small
orchestra including Larry
Maves, violin; G. Burnett Dillon,
trumpet; Ron Falter and Cheri
Russell, percussion; Judy Cervetto, accordian and Greg
Nathan, bass. The group will be
conducted by John Trudeau,
professor of music at Portland
State University.
Maves, Dillon and Falter are
on the music faculty at the U. of
O. Miss Russell and Nathan are
music students at Portland State
and Miss Cervetto at Mt. Hood
Community College.
There is no admission charge
for the recital, but due to limited
seating, seat reservations should
be made through the music
department office at the college.

Indochina program
features slides, film
The
Indochina
Mobile
Education Program, including an
exhibit, speakers and films on
Indochina life and culture and a
dinner of typical Vietnamese food
will be at Oregon College of
Education's College Center
Monday and Tuesday, Feb. 18-19.
It is open to the interested public
without charge.
The program includes a 1,200foot panel exhibit of photographs
and artifacts which will be on
display in the College Center
Concourse both days. There will
also be four showings of a film on
the life and culture of Indochina
"Sad Song of Yellow Skin," at 10
a.m. and 3 p.m. each day.
Caroline Eliot and David
Bailey, two young persons who
have just returned from work
with the American Friends
Service Committee in Indochina,
will present an all-campus lec
ture with slides in the Oregon
Room at 2 p.m. Showings of the

film will be in the Willamette
Room.
A dinner of typical Vietnamese
food will be served in the Pacific
Room from 5 to 7 p.m. Monday.
The menu will be prepared by
Leon Drew, OCE student who
served as a cook in the army in
Vietnam, under the direction of
Bailey and Miss Eliot.
Dishes served will include "Goi
Ga" (cabbage salad with
chicken), "Thit Ga Nuong,"
(marinated chicken), and "Do
Sao Thap Cam" (Buddhist
vegetables). Tickets are now
available at the College Center
Office. Cost is $2, general ad
mission; $1.50, students and 50c
for children under 6 yrs.
Bailey and Miss Eliot also hope
to speak to several OCE classes
on their experience.
The program is sponsored by
the Associated Students of
Oregon College of Education.

WEEK'S TOP TEN ALBUMS

1 You D o n ' t M e s s A r o u n d With J i m
lim Croce
2 I Got A Name
Jim Croce
3 Greatest Hits
John Denver
4 Goodbye Yellow Brick Road
Elton John
5 The Joker
Steve Miller Band
6 T h e S i n g l e s , 1969-1973
The Carpenters
7 Band On The Run . . . . Paul McCartney & Wings
8 U n d e r T h e I n f l u e n c e Of
Love Unlimited
9 Behind Closed Doors
Charlie Rich
10 B e t t e M i d l e r
Bette Midler

Craig's
corner
SUMMER JOBS
Guys & Gals needed for summer
employment at National Parks,
Private Camps, Dude Ranches and
Resorts throughout the nation.
Over 50,000 students aided each
year. For FREE information on
student assistance program send
self-addressed STAMPED enve
lope to Opportunity Research,
Dept. SJO, 55 Flathead Drive,
Kalispell, MT 59901.
....YOU MUST APPLY EARLY....
THIS STUDENT ASSISTANCE PR°GR/*
REVIEWED BY THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
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'Godot' cast listed
Waiting For Godot, this term's
studio production, will be in the
Little Theatre March 1 & 2.
Godot written by Samuel
Beckett and directed at OCE by
Robert Wiard features the

following roles and actors:
Vladimir (Didi), Lynn Rose;
Estragon (Gogo), Dobie Long;
Pozzo, Ed Classen; Lucky,
Randy Fischer; Boy, Kurt Weiss
& Kristin Weiss. The assistant
director is Mark Wood.

Calendar of events
ART

TELEVISION

"Rugs and or" is the next exhibit in the
College Center, beginning 8 February.
Pieces are from OCE crafts classes.

Suggested viewing:
Thursday: 9 p.m. on Ch. 6, "Kansas City
Bomber," 10 p.m. on Ch. 2, "The Streets of
San Francisco."
Friday: 9 p.m. on Ch. 6, '"Dracula" (Jack
Palance), 11:30 on Ch. 6, "Willard."
Saturday: 9 p.m. on Ch. 8, "The Omega
Man" (Charlton Heston).
Sunday: 10:30 p.m. or Ch. 6, "Orson
Welles' Great Mysteries."
Monday: 8 p.m. on Ch. , "The Magician."

The next exhibit in Campbell Hall Gallery
107 is a group of high school work.
Sculpture & prints by Mike Walsh (fiber
sculpture & collagraphic prints) are at the
Bush Barn Gallery in Salem through 3
March. Reception: 10 February,'2:30 4:30.
Paintings by Sandy Roumagoux and
Lillian Lund are at the Corvallis Arts Center,
7th & Madison, Corvallis.
"Craig's Corner," a series of pen and ink
drawings by Ron Craig, appears weekly in
lamron 2's Entertainment Guide.

"Sounder" will be in OCE's Music Hall
Auditorium Friday at 4, 7 & 9 p.m. Cost is
75c.
"The Exorcist" is at the Southgate Quad
Cinema, 9600 Main in Milwaukie (starting
Friday)

Shylock is trusting his daughter Jessica with the house, as his servant, Launcelot Gabbo
prepares to leave. That was part of the action during the New Shakespeare Company's
presentation of "The Merchant of Venice" last Wednesday in the New Gym. About 1,000 people
saw the play and a good time was had by all. (Photo by Tim Johnson)

RADIO
KINK FM stereo 102 (Portland)
FOCUS list for 7, 8, 11, 12, 13 February is
Rolling Stones, Steppenwolf, Richie Havens,
Lovin' Spoonful and Chicago. Each FOCUS
is on a weeknight from 7 7:30.
ALBUM REVIEW for 9 February is
"Quicksilver Messenger Service." Each
REVIEW is on a Saturday night at 10.
CBS's "Mystery Theater" casts your
imagination in a starring role every night on
KOI N AM radio 970 at 10:07 p.m. These radio
suspense dramas are new, hosted by E. G
Marshall.

"Serpico" and "The Sting" are at
Eastgate Tri Cinema, 82nd & Division,
Portland.
"Sleeper" is at the Hollywood, 4122 NE
Sandy in Portland.

Friday 8 February is the 67th anniversary
of the founding of the Boy Scouts.

"The Day Of The Dolphin" is at Cinema 21,
NW 21st & Hoyt in Portland.

Saturday 9 February is the 5th an
niversary of the death of Gabby Hayes.

"Time To Run" is at the State Theatre, 219
SW 3rd in Corvallis through Saturday. "Ash
Wednesday" starts Sunday.

Sunday 10 February is the birthdate of WC
Fields (1879).

"MASH" is at the Varsity, 115 SW 2nd in
Corvallis.

Monday 11 February is the birthdate of
Abe Lincoln (1809).

"Magnum Force" is at the Whiteside, 361
SW Madison in Corvallis.
"American Graffiti" is in its 8th week at
Salem's Lancaster Mall Theatre.
"Time To Run" is at the Capitol Theatre in
Salem.
"Executive Action" and "The Candidate"
are at the Elsinore Theatre, Salem, ending
tonight. "The Sting" starts Friday.

FOR WHAT IT'S WORTH
There is a shortage of
America.

paperbags in

You spend about one third of your life in
bed.
Before your third month of developing in
the womb, you can frown.
The average expectant mother gains 22
pounds during pregnancy.

THEATRE
"Death of a Salesman" will be in OCE's
Little Theatre 13-16 February at 8:15 p.m.
Tickets are now on sale at College Center
Office.
"Waiting For Godot" will be in OCE's
Little Theatre 1-2 March at 8:15 p.m.

Almost 75 percent ot all American girls
have had a date by the ageof 14.
Ship captains no longer have the power to
marry people.
You cannot tell if a polar bear is pregnant,
iust by looking.
The Mexican peso is equal to about eight
cents in U.S. coin.

"Kinetic Theatre will be in the Music Hall
Auditorium tonight at 7:30 & 9 p.m.

A person with large ears is said to be
generous.

Neil Wilson, baritone,will be in the MHA
Monday 11 February at 8 p.m.

Hearing starts to deteriorate after the age
of ten.

A Woody Guthrie program is in the College
Center at 7:30 p.m. Cost is 50c.

You can be fined up to $1,000 for joking
around an airport about carrying a bomb.

Julie Camp will have a piano recital in
MH A Monday 18 February at 8 p.m.

Paranoia strikes deep. (When it strikes at
all.)

! P/anningAfea/sPt

Have pot will travel

MSI
Since 1856
had one policy: "Always give our customed
p: d perfect glass of been" This isa fine jkjht 1;^
:
with distinctive character \

(What follows is a new feature for lamron 2's Entertainment
Guide: a food corner. Hopefully, recipes presented here will
appeal to a student's budget, not take extensive preparation and
serve a few people. Any comments on this week's selection or
recipes you would like to see in print can be left in the College
Center Office or SPO 560. Now I'd like to thank Pat and give you
this week's recipe. Dan Tompkins, Entertainment Editor.)
Bayfield Beans by Pat Marsh
(serves two)
Grease a 2 quart casserole dish, set oven temp, at 375 degrees.
2 large jars B & M beans
1 onion
Molasses & French's yellow mustard
4-5 pork chops
Pour the beans into the casserole dish. Chop the onion and mix
into the beans. Season with molasses and mustard until it tastes
good (approx. 2 tablespoons of molasses and 1 tablespoon
mustard). Top with pork chops and bake until the meat is
browned (about 25-30 minutes).
Variation: add 1 tablespoon bacon grease.

TheBlitz Export,
BLITZ-WEINHARD COMPANY, PORTLAND, OREGON
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On campus . .

Monmouth Avenue; it's future in doubt
by KENN LEHTO &
NANCY BARTOSZ
Photos by VALCAMP
Last year a lot of the students
on campus did a lot of work to try
to close Monmouth Avenue, for
safety reasons and in hopes of
helping beautify the campus.
Needless to say the Monmouth
city planning commission voted
the proposal down.
Now we find that three of the
dissenting voters are up for re
election. If you are registered in
Monmouth as a voter you have
the opportunity to affect a change
in this issue. IF!
We thought this might be a
dead issue, but we found quite the
opposite to be the case. Do you
think Monmouth Avenue should
be closed? See what some of your
fellow students have to say.

Ron Thiessen (senior) - "I
think it should be closed, for two
reasons. First of all, safety.
There's a lot of people crossing
the street,
predominantly
children from campus elemen
tary school, and those from
various lab schools for teaching
research. But the most important
reason I think is strictly an
aesthetic reason. It's high time
that this campus became a
unified campus, instead of having
a main drag run right down the
middle of it.
It seems to me that the town
folks would benefit from this too,
because it would slow the traffic
down and maybe do something a
little bit better in re-routing the
traffic. From an aesthetic point

of view, I think that it would

make the campus nicer. We could
tear up that ugly concrete, put in
some nice walks, and benches
and some nice trees, and that
would really make it look nice."

Henry Bedtendorf

(fresh.) -

"I'm always worried about

Mayo Connell (fresh.) - "Yes, I
do think it would be a good idea to
do that because a lot of the people
who live in the northern part of
town, it's hard for them to get to
the eastern side without going
through the college. This makes
it very difficult. When I'm not in
class and I have to get to a gas
station or something, I hate to.
drive past the college. I would
rather drive right straight across
to Pacific Highway. So I think it
would really be good. I live on
Whitsel Street, >and if I want to
drive over to Webster's, I've got
to cross the college. It's a drag."

We're the only campus in the
state with a highway in the
middle of it. There's really no
need for the street to be there.
There are roads through the back
for fire engines to go through.
We've been through all that a
hundred times. We've passed
petitions a number of times, but
nobody gets it done.
So what can you do? I guess you
just hope somebody gets
something accomplished
eventually. I hope everyone will
realize the problem and do
something, instead of talking
about it."

crossing the road without getting
hit by a car. The same way with
driving down the road, I could hit
somebody. Yeah, it'd be a lot nic
er, too if they'd put in some flow
er pots, and then they could cover
it later on...you know, a covered
mall with temperature control."

Rob Fussell (grad.),/- "Yes, I
think it wouid be a fantastic idea,
because you don't come onto the
OCE campus, you drive through
it. There could be some benches
and some landscaping work done.
It's disturbing to me. People
come to visit OCE and they won
der when you drive onto the
campus. Instead of driving on it,
you drive through it, at about 20
Kay Christianson (junior) or 30 miles per hour. I think the
"Yeah, I do, because of a lot of
key thing is that we lack atmos
reasons. First of all, I don't like phere here. You can't just walk
the traffic when I'm in class. I around campus and socialize and
know a lot of people on the feel like you have a place. It feels
campus that are handicapped more like a thoroughfare."
and that have big hassles with
people driving through campus
fast, which they do. I think that if
I was walking around with a
white cane, and didn't know those
by CECILIA STILES
cars were coming at me, I'd be
pretty shook. I've seen it a couple
"Now, here are Gerald Carr,
of times.
It's just been real close, and I William Pogue and Edward
think the ways it's going now, Gibson. . ." said the announcer.
they'll just wait until somebody And no one clapped. Everyone
gets hurt and that seems really changed television channels.
Because who had ever heard of
ridiculous to me.
Gerald Carr?
Normally, when people invest
millions
of
dollars
into
something, they take an active
interest in it. Such has not been
the case with the United States
space program.

Skylab; 1,

Solomon Alemayehu (fresh.) "I think the campus would look
nicer, because it's small, and it
doesn't seem like a campus now,
with cars passing. If it's closed it
could be a bit better."

DICTIONARIES
WEBSTER

Library size 1973 edition, brand new,
still in box.
Cost New $45.00

Will Sell For '15
(Deduct 10 per cent on orders of 6 or more)

Make Checks Payable to
DICTIONARY LIQUIDATION

lamron 2
College Center, OCE
Monmouth, Oregon 97361

Opulence, at a price you can
afford... that's Starfire.
Stunning diamond rings,
permanently registered,
guaranteed and protected
against diamond loss.

yVm£RS
412 MAIN STREET
DALL^, OREGON
9 a.m.-6 p.m. Mon.-Sat.

623-3117

Adell Michaels (junior) - "I
think it should be closed off partly
because of the people in
wheelchairs and it's a real hassle
if you're riding a bike. I've
almost been hit a couple of times,
and I didn't really appreciate it.
It's kind of a hazard, and I think it
should be closed off. That would
make it a lot easier on
everybody."

Judy Lorenz (soph.) - "Yes, it
should, because there's too many
people that could get hurt. You
have to watch when you cross the
street. I just think there's no
reason for the street to be there at
all. They don't close it mainly
because it would cost the city of
Monmouth money to change and
go around campus."

or 3?
Few people could tell you that
the names above are names of
the Skylab 3 astronauts who
recently set a new record for total
number of days in space. When
the astronauts splash down
tomorrow they will have been in
space 84 days. Yet many people
when questioned about the
mission could only ask "You
mean they're still up there?"
In addition to the record
number of days in space, the
astronauts gathered extremely
valuable scientific information.
They also proved that human
bodies
are
not
changed
significantly after spending 84
days living in zero gravity. But
who
will
remember
to
congratulate them?
In the 1960's, American's were
involved in a neck-and-neck
"space-race" with the Soviet
Union. Money which could have
been used on earth was used for
the space program, which suc
cessfully culminated in the
American landing on the moon.
But ask anyone on the street
about the first moon walk and see
if you can find anyone who can
come close to remembering the
July 20,1969 date that marked the
greatest live adventure viewed
by the world. See if anyone
remembers the names of Neil
Armstrong and Edwin Aldrin, the
first and second men to walk on
the moon. Some cannot even
accurately recall what might be
the quote of the century: "That's
one small step for man, one giant
leap for mankind!"
After the American flag was
planted on the moon at 8:42 p.m.,
President Nixon stated "All the
people on earth are surely one in
their pride of what you have
done." And at that time we were.
Will we be so proud when our
children ask "Do you remember
the first man on the moon?" and
we answer "Oh sure. It
was. . .uh, well. . .uh. . .
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Pack heads east

^

OCE loses, wins in overtime action
a run and gun type of ball club,
So near, but oh so far away.
and with both employing tough
OCE came within a whisker of
defenses, the scoring pace was
knocking
the
Western
quite slow. It wasn't a case of
Washington Vikings out of the either team stalling, but neither
Evergreen Conference title gave any inclination of wanting to
picture last Friday night, but
when the game was over, that take the quick shot.
OCE led at halftime 26-25, but
mark in the loss column was just
the bigger Vikings were finally
as big as it would be if OCE had
able to open up a four point lead
gotten
crushed.
Western
as the clock ran down. With the
prevailed 57-52 over the Wolves in
four-point lead, Western elected
overtime.
to go into an all-out stall with no
That was just the first of a
inclination whatsoever to shoot.
series of three games which OCE
That stall almost cost Western
played in four days last weekend.
Saturday night the Wolves edged the game.
After a missed WWSC free
Columbia Christian 73-64, and
Monday the Pack won in over throw, OCE rebounded and Gary
time over Alaska 72-67. Those two Lathen scored for OCE to cut the
non-conference wins gave OCE a lead to 50-48. Then Western lost
record of seven wins and 13 losses the ball on a travelling violation.
overall, while the loss to WWSC OCE sophomore Gary Calhoun
dropped OCE's EvCo record to then scored his only two points of
the game on a driving layin
1-6.
through the middle of the
The Wolves might have played Western zone to tie the score.
their best game of the year
Again Western missed a free
Friday night. "We played very throw and with 0:34 left in the
well Friday night," said OCE game the Wolves had the ball
coach Bob McCullough. "I felt with the score tied and a prime
that our defense was outstanding. chance to win. But it was not
I really think that we played just meant to be. After working the
as good defense as Western did. clock down to 12 seconds, OCE
They just shot better from the called timeout o set up a last
second shot. But the play never
outside."
McCullough was pretty happy came off, and Gary Lathen was
with the way the Wolves moved forced to throw up a prayer which
the ball on offense, but he was wasn't even close to going in.
dismayed with the Wolves'
It seemed then as if not
shooting. "It seemed as if we converting on that chance to win
would work the ball for the good
drained the Wolves, because the
shot, and when we'd finally get five-minutes of the overtime
the five footer, we'd miss it by period were exclusive property of
six," he stated facetiously.
the Vikings, as they outscored
The entire game was a real nip OCE 7-2 in the time, no doubt
and tuk battle with neither team sighing with relief that they had
ever able to pull away at all. The the second chance.
biggest lead of the game was in
The loss was OCE's sixth in
the opening minutes when seven EvCo games and left the
Western led 12-4. Neither team is Wolves tied for sixth place in the

Oregon State hands
women first defeat
McGill was noted as top player
for the game.
OCE Women's Varsity chalked
up another impressive victory in
basketball defeating Lewis &
Clark College 39-24. From the
first basket to the end, it was
OCE's game. The high point
shooting skill of Cheryl Brown
showed as she made 5 of 6 field
goals to help win the game.
Victory is a common word among the Women's JV Basketball
Team as demonstrated February
1 against OSU. The young team
set too fast a pace for OSU's JV to
keep abreast. Hot shot Deb
Dickey with 16 points added to the
win of 34-22. This victory now
makes the JV team 3-0.
26.
Unfortunately, victory was not
To finish out a good start, OCE
Women's Varsity also defeated the word for the Varsity team as
PSU Varsity, the first time in 4 it lost 60-46. OCE played a good
years. With 6'2" Janie Ellis out defense against the bigger OSU
with the flu, PSU thought they Varsity but could not get their
had the game wrapped with their offense going. The Varsity team
6'2" player in, but OCE said no! is now 5-1 with their only loss
"It was definitely a game of being to OSU.
OCE's next home game will be
teamwork" said Miss Penwell.
"This goes to show that team Tues., Feb. 12 against Portland
work is a greater asset than AAU at 8 p.m. in the NPE Their
height." Shooting 14 points and last home game is Wed., Feb. 13
grabbing 11 rebounds, Deb in the Old Gym.

"Big surprises come in small
packages" as little Sherry Ad
ams hit 4 of 6, 25 foot field goals
to help the JV Basketbball team
defeat PSU 39-26. Portland State
started off the game and was only
able to keep the lead a few
minutes before OCE took control.
The good defense shown by our
young team, who consists mainly
of freshman, pleased Coach
Penwell. With 14 rebounds, Kathy
Branton made the key "her
spot". Another surprise came
from 5' Sandy Herbert, whose
defensive action could best be
described as "Gung Ho". With 5
minutes remaining, OCE let loose
with full force to defeat PSU 39-

your tobacconist,
Dick Van Horne
fine imported pipes
mail order service
quality tobacco
blended in our shop

325 Court Street NE
phone 585-7600
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cigarette
tobaccos and papers

Mike Rooney goes high with the left hand in shooting over a Western Washington defender last
Friday in OCE's 57-52 overtime loss to the Vikings*Watching Rooney shoot is teammate Charlie
Goodman (14). The loss was OCE's sixth in EvCo action. (Tim Johnson photo)
conference with Eastern Oregon,
a tie that will be broken
tomorrow night when the Wolves
take on the Mounties in
LaGrande.
The Wolves showed the effects
of their tough Friday night game
Saturday when they met
Columbia Christian. "We played
very poorly up at Portland
Saturday," says McCullough.
"But the ten minutes of good ball
which we did manage to to play
was enough." OCE won 73-64 in
spite of going 13 for 30 from the
foul line, a .433 percentage which
has to be one of the worst ever for
the Wolves.
Monday OCE played the second
straight overtime game in the
NPE Gym, but this time the
Wolves managed to come out

victorious. But not until some the game won when the score was
anxious moment had been 68-63. But the Nanooks came back
to cut the lead to 68-67 with seven
passed.
Once again the entire game seconds to go when Hugh Reitze
was very close with neither team
went to the foul line.
opening up any kind of lead.
He made the first shot, but
Alaska led 34-32 at the half in a
when he missed the next one,
game which was played with a
Alaska grabbed the rebound and
little less patience than the a Nanook player called timeout.
Western Washington - OCE
But they had used up their
timeouts so a technical was
game.
Again OCE needed a late called and the Wolves were
bucket to tie the game, as it was saved. Bruce Maxwell potted the
Mike Rooney who scored the "T" and Reitze scored on the
tying bucket with 1:14 left in the pass in to make the final score 72game. But it was Alaska which 67.
had the opportunities to break the
The Wolves travel east this
62-62 tie. But the Nanooks were weekend to meet Eastern Oregon
unable to convert after working
Friday and Eastern Washington
for the last shot.
Saturday.
OCE opened a lead up in the
overtime and appeared to have

Golf meeting to be held
OCE Golf Coach Bill McArthur and Henry Tautfest (1) return as
has issued an invitation to all do JV's Fred Berkey, Mark
prospective team members to Jacobsen, Jay Milton and Scott
attend a pre-season meeting on Coulter.
Monday, February 11. The
The Wolves will participate in
meeting gets underway at 3:00 the six-team Northwest Golf
p.m. in OPE 109.
Classic March 13 at McNary Golf
The first practice session has Club.
been set for Feb. 15 at Oak Knoll
McArthur indicated that those
Golf Club.
who are unable to attend Mon
Five lettermen return from the day's meeting could contact him
1973 squad that won the NAIA before the first practice session.
District 2 tournament and went
on to finish 25th at the nationals in
Spartansberg, South Carolina
last June.
Tom Elliot (two year letterman), Bob McClure (2), Jay
Spassov (1), Dave Shelton (1)

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is
1 to 2 days).

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493
Our research material is sold for
research assistance only.

Want ads

LOST: A l a d y ' s gold w a t c h , s o m e w h e r e

LARRY'S
Garage
and
Auto Parts
Frontend Alignments
Radiator Repair
Tune Up
General Overhauls

Call
838-1261 - Garage
838-3109- Parts
130 W. MAIN
MONMOUTH, ORE.

between
the
Natural
Science
Building a n d t h e College C e n t e r . If
found, p l e a s e call Shirley a t 838 2503.

SALE: O l d e r S i n g e r s e w i n g
m a c h i n e . P o r t a b l e , good condition
a n d w o r k i n g o r d e r $25 o r best offer.
Call P a m 838 4960.

FOR

FOR RENT: 2 b e d r o o m a p t s . a v a i l a b l e

M a r c h 1st. C a r p e t e d a n d c o m p l e t e l y
f u r n i s h e d . O n e h a s e x t r a r o o m for
b e d r o o m o r s t u d y . W i n t e r r a t e s 120
125 m o n t h l y . C o n t a c t Bud R a m s e y
e v e n i n g s a t 838 1412.
SALE: A r i a n a 12 s t r i n g g u i t a r ,
c a s e included, e x c e l l e n t condition
$100. Call 838 3378.

FOR

WILL DO: P i a n o a n d g u i t a r lessons, m y

GENERAL: A n y o n e i n t e r e s t e d in a late

n i g h t c o f f e e h o u s e with live music on
the O.C.E. campus call 838 3432
m o r n i n g s o r 838 0767 afternoon and
evenings.
FOR FREE: Will g i v e a w a y lovable 4

m o . old f e m a l e St. B e r n a r d Elkhound
t o good h o m e . Call 838 0782 or 838
2510.

home or yours. Reasonable rates.
Call L i n d a S p a n g l e r a t 838 2355.
N E E D E D : F e m a l e r o o m m a t e . $30 p e r
m o n t h a n d utilities is all you p a y .
Room t o yourself a n d p l e n t y of
p r i v a c y if d e s i r e d . House a t 247 N.
Ecols, 3 blocks f r o m c a m p u s . P h o n e
838-3626.

WANTED: Editorial cartoonist for the
lamron 2. Paid position with a chance
to gain experience in the newspaper
world. Apply Tuesday after 6 p.m. or
Thursday at 5:30 p.m., behind the
Games Room Office, College Center
Basement.

WILL DO: M a t h t u t o r i n g

PERSONAL:

Mth 121,123,
a n d 311. R e a s o n a b l e r a t e s . Call L i n d a
S p a n g l e r a t 838 2355.

Valentine's
pleanos!

To L y n n y P F C : Happy
Day, and Feliz cum

lamron
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The Column
by TEDGRIMSRUD

OCE's Terry Danielson, right, is shown in control of his opponent, Larry Miller from Southern
Oregon, en route to his 14-7 victory over the two-time District 2 champion in the 150 lb. weight
class last Saturday. Damelson's was one of the brighter moments for the Wolves as thev fell to
the strong Red Raiders 23-15. (Tim Johnson photo)

Grapplers break even, crush
The OCE Wolfpack wrestlers
defeated Linfield and lost to SOC
in grappling action last weekend
but are still working to reach
their peak by Conference
Tournament time.
Friday night competition saw a
weak visiting Linfield squad
defeated by the Wolves 42-3.
Only one OCE grappler lost to
the visiting team as Jon Parson
dropped a close, hard fought
match to Steve Wilson.
One factor in the Wolfpack's

favor was that OCE won three
matches by forfeits.
Wrestling action in the 142 lb.
class saw Jon Davis pick up a
narrow decision over a tough
Dave Barich, 9-7.
Terry Danielson blanked his
opponent Rich Fowler 6-0 in a
match that was closer than the
score indicates.
Rich Rolen defeated his op
ponents Cecil Elbert, 16-7 and
Warren Hughes decisioned Bob
Wolford 10-2.

SOC picked up wins in the first
four matches as Dan Poppino and
Jon Parson were pinned and
Gary Dahl and Jon Davis were
decisioned 6-0 and 6-3 respec
tively.
In the 150 lb. class encounter
Terry Danielson decisioned the
Red Raider team captain 14-7.
Thomas is a two time District
champion.
Head mentor Davis pointed out
that SOC was real strong in the
first five divisions which also
consisted of five seniors.
He went on to say that SOC had
six seniors with them while the
OCE squad consists of freshmen
and sophomores.

PHOTO FACTORY

(formerly Campus Camera)
Has moved to the corner
of Monmouth St. & Main
(across from the Cornerstone)
Watch for our flier coming soon

Clfp'nsove

JUMBO
COLOR PRINTS
FROM AODACOLOR ROLLS
110/126 FILM SIZES
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20

EXPOSURE
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COUPON EXPIRES 2
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Valuable COUPON taMMS*

SALEM HEALTH FOODS
409 CENTER STREET
DOWNTOWN SALEM PLAZA

We have the largest
selection of food supplimenfs,
natural foods and cosmetics
in the Willamette Valley
MAIL ORDERS - PREPAID OVER $15.
February 7, 1974

Larry Monagon picked up the
Wolfpack's first of two pins as he
won his match over Mark
Hawley.
Tim McGladrey pinned his
opponent, Mike Hensley in a
match where the stronger
McGladrey
handled
his
opposition with authority to
conclude the Friday night match.
On Saturday night the Wolves
hosted a tough Red Raider team
from SOC which handed the OCE
team a 23-15 setback.

Rich Rolen handed Bill Mat
thews a 10-2 decision.
Coach Davis noted that Mat
thews is a real tough competitor.
The 167 lb. encounter was the
only match with two freshmen.
OCE's Warren Hughes was ahead
at one time 4-3 but the decision
went in favor of the visiting
wrestler 9-5.
Dalton Johnson won his match
by default.
Larry Monagon lost a 7-2
decision to Stidham who is a
senior and was third in the nation
last year.
Tim McGladrey topped the
evening off for the host Wolfpack
as he decisioned his tough
opponent 6-2 in the heavyweight
encounter.
In summing up the evening
action, Coach Davis said, "SOC
was clearly stronger and our
wrestlers competed very well."
He added that the OCE
wrestlers were in a good frame of
mind.
Tomorrow night at 7:30 the
Wolfpack will entertain Warner
Pacific wrestlers.
Saturday, OCE will host Lewis
& Clark. The match is to begin at
1:00 in the afternoon.

The Evergreen Conference basketball race is
developing into quite a horserace. With three weekends
left in the season, no less than five teams still have a
shot at the EvCo title, or at least a part of it.
As of this writing Oregon Tech stands in the driver's
seat, as the Owls have suffered but one conference loss,
while the other four contenders - Western Washington,
Eastern Washington, Central Washington, and Southern
Oregon - all have three losses. But OIT must still travel
north to meet Central and Western, and the road is not a
place to win in the EvCo.
In fact, in games involving the top five teams so far
this year, the visiting team has won just twice in 21
games. So, if that pace continues, the Owls would end up
the conference season with four losses. By the time you
read this, OIT will have played Southern Oregon in
Ashland in a very important game. The two played a
make-up game which was postponed earlier during the
floods.
SOC has been playing the spoilers role lately as the
Raiders have knocked off both Central and Western in
the last two weeks. But a victory over OIT would move
SOC from a spoiler spot to a contender spot quite
effectively.
As we pointed out earlier, the road in the EvCo is a
very tough place to win. There are probably many
reasons for this including travel and on familiarity of
the home court, among others.
One big reason seems to be also in the opinion of
many, the factor of facing hostile referees while on the
road. There have been many questions raised about the
caliber of referees you find in such places as Bellingham
and LaGrande.
This is only opinion, as I said, but I think research
would show a high percentage of close calls going
against the visiting team. And if that is true, then it is
very unfortunate. I really think that something should
be done to get away from local officials refereeing EvCo
games.
It seems to me that the EvCo could do like the PAC-8
and have officials who travel throughout the conference
refereeing just conference games. This would get away
from the charge of hometown prejudice influencing
officials.
Ironically, if there is one team in the EvCo who
doesn't get any help from the hometown rets it is OCE. I
heard one fan say the other night that OCE is the only
school in the EvCo that gets "homered at home".
Speaking of referees, the ones who have done the two
Oregon-Oregon State games this season have had quite
a bit to say about who won them. I was amazed to learn
that down the stretch during the first one, Oregon State
was called for 12 fouls to Oregon's one.
So, of course, OSU coach Ralph Miller screamed loud
and hard about that. The referees for last weekend's
game must have heard him, because they turned the
tables around, calling the fouls on the Ducks and sen
ding Oregon's key players to the bench with five fouls.
UO Coach Dick Harter has been pretty quiet, but he
can't be too happy, especially when mild-mannered
Greg Ballard is whistled for two technicals.
The impression I get, although I didn't see the game at
Portland, is that Oregon State might have outplayed
Oregon the first time and vice versa the second game.
But OSU was crushed by fouls down at Eugene just as
Oregon was at Portland. So it appears that maybe the
question is not who is the better team, but rather who is
going to be hurt by the officials most.
But those two games are in the past, and in the future,
the very near future, are a couple of games which will be
quite important to the two Oregon schools, to say the
least. This weekend its OSU and UO at USC and UCLA,
and next weekend the two southern California powers
come up here.
It's been quite a while since either Oregon or Oregon
State have won against either USC or UCLA. Most ob
servers feel that it could be a little while longer. But I'll
be surprised if Oregon State doesn't win at least once,
and I think that Oregon also has a good chance to knock
the Trojans off at least once.
It is wishful thinking to think that UCLA could be
beaten, but I don't think that it's wishful thinking to feel
that next year the Ducks and Beavers could both have
realistic hopes. When the Bruins lose Bill Walton and
Keith Wilkes, they will possibly lose the best pair of
players ever to play on the same team in college history.
Of course, UCLA will have a lot of talent left, but both
the Ducks and Beavers will return a lot of talent.
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The 3rd Beatitude . . .

Blessed are the teachable
Humility, like darkness, reveals
the heavenly lights. . .Thoreau
by LEONARD READ
President of the Foundation
for Economic Education
The Meek Shall Inherit The Earth
I believe this Beatitude has a
profound message, perhaps more
significant in our time than ever
before. Indeed it may well hold
the key to the survival of the
human race. If this is so, it
behooves us to seek its meaning
and to become worthy of its
promise.
Seek it's meaning? Cannot
people as literate as most
Americans read plain English?
The words, yes; the precise
meaning of the ideas those words
symbolize, no. Perfect com
munication presupposes the
perfect sayer and the perfect
hearer. Which of us is able to say
exactly what he means? And
what individual accurately hears
or reads another's inexactitudes?
Approximations at best, even
when discoursing in a common
language!
Who are "the meek"? Surely
not the Casper Milquetoasts -"the timid, shirking appologetic" persons. It doesn't
make sense to suggest that the
earth be turned over to them.
Yet,this is the image "the meek"
first brings to the mind of an
English-speaking American. And
what is meant by "inherit the
earth"? Obviously, it does not
mean to ". . .receive (property)
by the laws of inheritance." That
"the meek shall inherit the
earth" must mean far more than
it seems. What, pray tell, can it
be!

Even a linguistic layman, if he
amidst the difficulty of com
municating in his own language*
cannot help but grasp the
enormously greater problem in
deducing the precise meaning
from other languages. There are
some simple, concrete words
such as yes, ja, si, oui,da; but
abstract or idea words, more
often than not, have no exact
equivalent in other languages.
Take
the
word
meek.
Originally, it was in Aramaic:
inwethan. Translated to Greek, it
became praos. According to the
late Gerald Heard:
There seems little doubt
that praos stands for a
word the meaning of which
is opposed to "arrogant",
"domineering," "over
bearing," "aggressive,"
"bellicose."
The French translated the
Greek praos to debonair. "That,"
writes Heard, "is a startling, gay
contrast (to meek). Instead of the
motto 'Please don't kick me,' we
find 'Please let me know if there
is anything I can do for you.'
After a careful analysis of the
world usage in the period before
and during the time of the King
James translation, the scholarly
Gerald Heard concludes that the
word "meek" implies "a won
derful, inherent, teachabili
ty."] In a word, the Third Bea
titude should read, "Blessed are
the teachable for they shall
inherit the earth." To my way of
thinking, this is wisdom of the
highest order.
So, who are the teachable?
Today, in the most advanced

Faculty Evaluation . . .

countries, knowledge - technical,
scientific and the like -- is im
measurably greater than, say,
twelve decades ago. A few
examples:
-f Back then we could deliver
the human voice at the speed of
sound and perhaps a distance of
50 yards. Now? At the speed of
light and not only around this
earth but far into outer space!
+ Human beings then could be
delivered at the speed a horse
could run. Presently? Around the
world in a few hours -- even to the
moon in a few days!
Teachable is the virtue which is necessary for
-f My grandfather could bathe
survival,
(photo by Tim Johnson)
in rivers or pools or in rainwater
caught in a barrel or cistern or
water pumped from a household doing to modern man? How does recognize that our earthly gifts
well. Today? Millions of homes it affect his outlook and his at are not exclusively of our own
have hot and cold running water titudes? The fact that we know minds. As seedlings their roots go
often piped from miles away.
how to harness the unknown down but their shoots shaft
-(-Food? It is no longer confined leads far too many people in toward the heavens. It is the
to what could be raised at home. I today's world to embrace the teachable, and they alone, who
enjoy spinach in New York little god syndrome, convinced will "inherit the earth."
What is the meaning of "earth"
picked the day before in that there is no Source above the
in this context? In my view, it has
California. The grocery store of finite human mind.
my boyhood had no more items
Infinite though it be, few there nothing to do with acres of
than I could rattle off in my head. are who recognize it. In a recent diamonds, soil, rock. Rather, it
The store at which I shop today speech, I repeated the line, "Only relates to man's earthly
potentialities: the evolution or
has 10,000 items.
God can make a tree." A
One could go on and on with graduate
student
sharply emergence of individual faculties
a growth or development of
examples of this miraculous responded, "Until now!"
burst of knowledge. In no
Such arrogance is the very awareness, peception, con
department of life is the miracle opposite of inwethan which the sciousness.
Stated another way, those who
more pronounced than in the Greeks translated to praos. We
have so gained a control of
harnessing of electrical energy.
witness the know-it-all! Not only themsel es as to allow the search
So dependent have we become on
are they not teachable but, far for Truth to take charge of their
power from this source that a
worse, they are the authors of lives, are the ones who have the
return to twelve decades ago
authoritarianism and wars. A capaciyt to live their earthly lives
would utter collapse. Hardly
growing knowledge of how to to the full - to whom the real
anyone
doubts
that
this
harness the Unknown, unless treasures of earth belong.
remarkable economic asset is of
scrupulously weighed and put in
To me the Third Beatitude
our own hands. Yet, who on earth
can define electricity or knows place, leads to a hopeless means simply: The teachable
separation from the infinite shall be graced with a realization
what it is?
What is all this knowledge Unknown ~ man and Source of their earthly potentialities.
divorced. This, I suggest, must Your or my understanding of and
lead to civil disaster.
adherence to this wisdom may
So, how are we to describe the "save" the human race but it is
teachable, the ones who will the key to one's own salvation "inherit the earth"?
the only commission you and I
The idea Gerald Heard have been given.
deduced from debonair -- "Please
let me know what I can do for
p.m. in Slawson's office. They are you" - is not to be overlooked.
"OLDEST JEWELERS IN
recommending on who will This comes close to the Golden
SALEM"
conduct the evaluation, how and Rule, and the economics of
Under Same Ownership"
when. Both John Nance and Ray voluntary exchanges. When I
Broderson have submitted extend kindness and thoughtwritten suggestions on the fullness to you, that is what you
for
procedures. Some aspects of will extend to me; likewise when
your
these
suggestions
are I render services to you in ex
VALEN
TINE
compatible, some are not. The change for goods of yours. While
suggestions do not cover all such reciprocal relations appear
Give a
necessary details of the ad contrary to natural instincts,
fine
ministrative procedures.
such mutuality is possible and
Diamond
Ring
can be unbelievably rewarding.
D. Analysis Committee - Gisela To prove it, try it!
for less
Cory, Sam Anderson, Ray
The teachable are those who
Perfect
Broderson-meeting Monday 4 have taken the first step in
fitted
p.m in Broderson's office. They w i s d o m :
acknowledging
Diamond
are evaluating the kind of mystery, they have emptied
wo-Some
information that needs to be themselves of know-it-all-ness;
$295
considered to fairly assess an humility is their hallmark,
instructor's student evaluation. wanting-to-know-it-ness their
This information includes what ambition. Bear in mind that no
is class size, is the class elective, person is educable on any subject
Wrap-Around
is the student a major, is the prior to a state of inquisitiveness,
two some
student upper division or that is until his spirit of inquiry is
$125
graduate, is the format lecture, aroused.
discussion or laboratory, what is
The teachable are those who
the time duration of the course. are forever probing, who

Committee clarifies goals
Synopsis: Minutes of the Joint
Instructional Evaluation Com
mittee
January 23 and 30 meetings
1. Clarification of the Ob
jectives of JIEC
An evaluation of instruction by
students could serve three
purposes:
1. Provide instructors with
feedback for self improvement.
2. Provide input for discussions
about promotion, reappointment
and tenure.
3. Guide students in choosing
courses and instructors.
The first two purposes are
closely related. Ideally the in
formation which allows an
instructor to improve should
guide personnel decisions.
Opinion is mixed in the third
purpose. Resistance to this
aspect of evaluation is higher.
But since the students will pay for
the evaluation, shouldn't they
have access to the data?
Hopefully in the case of a well run
evaluation, many faculty would
voluntarily publish the in
formation. State law prohibits the
involuntary
publishing
of
instructional performance data
from a personal file.
2. Role of Teaching Research
TR is studying the procedure
used to evaluate Faculty in the
Oregon State System of Higher
Education. Their study is
supported by the Fund for the
Improvement of Post Secondary
Education of Health Education
and Welfare Department of the
U. S. Government.
TR will entertain a request for
contract from the ASOCE to act
as the agents that collect forms,
carry them to computer center,
and distribute the analysis. But
they are not interested in par-
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ticipating in the actual analysis
of the data. They are very
concerned that any activities
they help initiate can be carried
out in their absence. They
reserve the right to analyze the
process of conducting the
evaluation at OCE and include
this data in their study.
3. Division into Subcommittees
A. Communications Committee:
Gary Huxford, Ron Osibov,
Vanda Woodside, John Nancemeeting Thursdays at 2 in
Nance's office. They are con
structing a questional to be
distributed to OCE faculty. The
responses will help determine the
form selected, the way the
evaluation is administered and
how it is analyzed.
B. Form Analysis:
Vanda
Woodside, Lewis Pennock and
Digby Morrow - meeting Mon
days 1 p.m. in the Student Center.
They have selected eleven
instructor characteristics that
could form a central core of
questions. This core can be
considered by the committee of
the whole, the Divisions and
Departments
for
possible
campus-wide adoption. They will
also coordinate the entry of
questions appropriate for the
various divisions and depart
ments into the form.
C. Administrative Procedures
Committee: George Slawson and
Lora Adams meeting Tuesdays 2
MEN! - WOMEN!
JOBS ON SHIPS! No ex
perience required. Excellent
pay. Worldwide travel. Per
fect summer job or career.
Send $3.00 for information,
SEAFAX, Dept. 10-S, P.O.
Box 2049, Port Angeles,
Washington 98362.

Some grad schools
are more challenging
than others.
The Air Force's Officer Training School is a 12-week program that can turn a college
graduate into an Air Force offleer. And, it can give him the
chance to go on to flight school
and become a pilot or navigator.
Check out a future where the
sky's no limit. Call:
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Sgt. Bouldin in McMinnville at 472-5448.
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Special
Trade-in
Discounts
for your old
DIAMOND RINGS
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£
'443 STATE ST.N^SAl EM. ORE.

Open Fri.
Til 9 P.M.

Use BANKAMERKARD
or Master Charge
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